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Whether you’re adding locations to your portfolio or building for the first time, Fabcon Precast is the kind of business partner you’ll want in your corner. To thousands of businesses in dozens of business segments, Fabcon Precast means business.

A quick-turn solution that’s better in the long run. Large and small companies appreciate the benefits of Fabcon’s load-bearing envelope, quicker construction schedule, and the outstanding operational performance capabilities precast wall panels offer.

The value of our panels does not begin and end with the physical properties. Fabcon’s skilled design, manufacturing, and quality engineers along with our project managers and our PCI-certified installation crews deliver decades of hands-on construction experience. Early involvement with Fabcon helps our customers avoid unnecessary cost and wasted time by optimizing every stage of the specification and engineering processes.

Fabcon Precast panels are structural and provide a load-bearing building envelope that requires less steel and consumes less floor space under your roof. Because every square foot allows you to maximize your company operations, we think you should be able to put the greatest amount of floor area possible to use. And because of other features such as thermal performance, fire suppression, wind- and water-resistance, and the low maintenance requirements of precast panels, you receive the best value compared to other building envelope materials. With the height, width, and finish options we have available, you gain a facility that has both functionality and the aesthetics you want for branding your business.

Whether you are planning your first facility, expanding an existing one or you’ve been through the process countless times, consider Fabcon Precast. Our people, products and regionally-located manufacturing plants allow you to build in your hometown or any of the 35 states we’ve worked in since 1971.
REACH & RESOURCES OF FABCON

THE FABCON ADVANTAGE

— A full engineering department
— A wide selection of finish options
— Outstanding thermal performance
— A controlled manufacturing environment that ensures consistency
— Multiple manufacturing plants provide speed and capacity
— Meets your need for “green” with considerable levels of post-consumer and post-industrial content. Precast make-up may vary by location.

If you have additional questions about Fabcon’s products or capabilities, contact your sales engineer.

SALES OFFICES

Minneapolis, Minnesota
Columbus, Ohio
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Kansas City, Kansas
Des Moines, Iowa

MANUFACTURING PLANTS

Corporate & All Plants | 800-727-4444
Savage, MN | 952-890-4444
Grove City, OH | 614-875-8601
Mahanoy City, PA | 610-530-4470
Pleasanton, KS | 913-937-3021